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Who is this "digital customer"?
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Digital customers use digital channels —
Web, mobile and social — to consume 
content, engage with brands and 
complete a transaction.
Source: https://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/digital-customer



How does digitalisation change the marketplace?
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Source: Deloitte (2013), The digital transformation of customer services: Our point of view, p. 8 
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Source: Sundar Pichai, CEO Google @ Google I/O 2018, Mountain View, CA
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Innovation = Invention + Diffusion
How much time it takes to reach 100mn users globally...



How digitalisation changes behaviour...



Technology
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Is the airline industry producing 
a product?
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Service-dominant logic – A fresh view on "products"
Vargo and Lusch (2004)
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G-D logic S-D logic

Making something 
(goods or services)

Assisting customers in their 
own value-creation process

Value as produced Value as co-created

Customers as isolated entities Customers in context 
of their own networks

Firm resources primarily as operand Firm resources primarily as operant

Customers as targets Customers as resources

Primacy of efficiency Efficiency through effectiveness
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S-D logic What to do?

Assisting customers in their 
own value-creation process

Design for flexibility, allow customer touchpoints to integrate 
you in their flow via APIs

Value as co-created Your customers are part of your services – integrate them in the 
design process of your services

Customers in context 
of their own networks

Customers interact in their social networks. Create offers for
networks of customers not for individuals only

Firm resources primarily as 
operant

All soft knowledge is valuable. Make sure you have an 
appropriate knowledge management set up.

Customers as resources Take customer complaints serious. Are customer complaints 
reviewed in all pillars of your company?

Efficiency through effectiveness Seek for seamless processes throughout the value chain and 
make it easy for the customer to use your services.

Service-dominant logic
Application examples



How about the airline industry?
An observation over time
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"Traditional corporations, particularly large-scale service and manufacturing businesses 
are organized for efficiency. Or consistency. But not joy. 

If you fear special requests, if you staff with cogs, if you have to put it all in a manual, then 
the chances of amazing someone are really quite low." – Seth Godin

 Find new, clever approaches to cover the expected extra mile!

What can we do to adopt to the digital customer?
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Efficiency paradigm:
Avoid customers from claiming all of their rights by making it uncomfortable to request 
compensation.

Customer experience paradigm:
Pay out the compensation proactively to the FOP at time of booking as it was "your fault" 
or at least allow customers to request compensation online in an easy process.

Handle your customers with true care
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Imagine a world, where your baggage got offloaded and after landing you receive a 
message by the airline saying:

"Dear Stephan, unfortunately we are unable to deliver your baggage on time. It will be 
arriving with the next flight. Please save your time and do not go to the baggage belt. 
We have ordered you a cab that will bring you downtown. Your baggage will be delivered 
to this place in due time."

 Is your baggage system connected to your CRM?

In order to provide customers with smooth experiences, 
airlines need to connect their layers!
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 Order a flight from your smart fridge.

 Use Alexa, Siri, Cortana or Google Assistant to book a flight.

 Use an external App to organize your group travel with friends.

 Make flights sellable in non-aviation E-Commerce-shops.

 Integrate into new travel apps to come.

External APIs support an easy integration into future 
innovative solutions



Airlines and the digital customer

 It's about the customer – less about technology!

 No airline industry player owns the customer !

 Your future competitor might not be in the airline industry!

 Customers expect smooth processes thought from their perspective!

 In order to stay ahead of competition, airlines need speed to market and flexibility!

 Airlines need to adopt their management styles to enable agile practices where needed!

 APIs will allow airlines to connect and integrate to offers from other industries!

 Are you able to identify your customer throughout the customer journey?

 Ensure you have state-of-the-art CRM systems in place!

 Focusing Customer Experience means fostering Employee Experience – make it easy to 

fix customer problems on the lowest possible level!

 Only who is able to spot a problem is able to solve it! – Be open, even if it hurts! 16
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